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It is shown that there is a class of cardinals 3- for which there are 2 x extraspecial p-groups of 
size 3. without abelian subgroups of size 3.. This improves results of Ehrenfeucht and Faber and 
answers questions of Tomkinson. 
1. Introduction 
In his survey of FC-groups [7] Tomkinson poses some questions about 
extraspecial p-groups which will be answered in this paper. Ehrenfeucht and 
Faber used the generalized continuum hypothesis (GCH) to construct extraspe- 
cial p-groups all of whose abelian subgroups have cardinality smaller than that of 
the group [2]. A result of Erd6s suggested to them that the GCH is probably not 
necessary for their theorem. It will be shown that this is indeed the case and that 
it is even possible to construct such a group of size ~1. Tomkinson also asks if it is 
possible to construct 2x non-isomorphic extraspecial p-groups of size Z. Without 
assuming any extra set-theoretic hypotheses it will be shown that the answer is yes 
for a proper class of cardinals. 
The main difficulty in constructing such groups is in not introducing large 
abelian subgroups. In fact if one is not concerned with the size of abelian 
subgroups the result follows from the fact that the theory of extraspecial p-groups 
is unstable [6]. 
Both results will be obtained from a general framework which, among other 
things, will include the result of Ehrenfeucht and Faber. The advantage of this 
approach is that it will isolate the set-theoretic combinatorics from the group 
theory. The combinatorics developed in this paper are extensions of results in [5]. 
These, in turn, were motivated by Todor~evi6's denial of the partition relation 
Before the details can be explained, some definitions and notation are 
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necessary. An extraspecial p-group is a group G such that 
(1) G' = Z(G) (the derived group coincides with the centre). 
(2) G' is isomorphic to Zp. 
(3) G/G' is isomorphic to the direct product of copies of Zp. 
The term Ehrenfeucht-Faber group will refer to an extraspecial p-group of 
cardinality 3. which has no abelian subgroups of size )~. 
Ordinals will be considered as the set of their predecessors even in the case of 
finite ordinals. So, for example, 4 = {0, 1, 2, 3} and a~ e fl means the same thing as 
tr < ft. The first infinite ordinal is to. The following notation will also be used: 
(a) IX[ is the cardinality of X. 
(b) xy is the set of function from X to Y. 
(c) [X]X is the set of subsets of X of size 3.. 
(d) [X] <x and [X] ~x are defined similarly. 
(e) XA is the characteristic function of A. 
(f) F"X is the image of X under the function F. 
Finally, if A is a set of ordinals, then A(i) will refer to the ith element of A under 
the inherited ordering. 
The following well known fact, known as the delta system lemma, will prove to 
be useful: If M is a family of finite sets and I~tl is regular, then there is ~ ~_ ~t and 
a finite set R such that J~l = and such that A N B = R for every pair 
{A, B} e [~]2. The family ~ is known as a delta system with root R. For a proof 
consult either Kunen [3] or Williams [8]. 
It is worth noting that the methods developed in this paper can be used to 
handle different types of problems as well. For example, it is possible to 
construct, under CH, an Ehrenfeucht-Faber group in which there are no two 
commuting subgroups of the same cardinality as the group. This might be seen as 
a group-theoretic version of the partition relation A ~ (;~; A)2. 
2. The combinatorics 
Let X ~ [A] x, 4 :  [2] 2 .`.--> 2 be an arbitrary function and A and B be disjoint 
finite subsets of X. Then M~.s is the E-valued [A[ x [B[ matrix defined by 
M~,B(i, j) = ~({A(i) ,  B(j)}). If ~t is a set of 2-valued k x k matrices, then • will 
be said to #-realize .a if whenever {A~ :~ e #} ~_ [~.]k is a sequence of disjoint 
sets, then there exist ~ e T/~ # such that MOA,,A, ~ ~. 
Finding functions • which #-realize the appropriate sets of matrices is the key 
to constructing Ehrenfeucht-Faber groups. The precise meaning of 'the ap- 
propriate sets of matrices' will depend on the theorem to be proved. For the 
purposes of this paper the meaning of this phrase can be restricted to the 
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conclusions of the following theorems. However, it is to be hoped that a more 
careful analysis of the combinatorial requirements of extraspecial p-groups might 
lead to more subtle theorems. 
Theorem 1. Assuming 2% = R1 there is a function 4:  [to1] 2 ---> 2 which tol-realizes 
every singleton. 
Theorem 2. MA~ 1 implies that there is no function 4:  [tox] 2 ---> 2 which tol-realizes 
every singleton. 
Theorem 3. /t is consistent (relative to the consistency of  ZF) that 2s0 > ~a and 
there is a function 4:  [wa]2---> 2 which toa-realizes every singleton. 
Theorem 4. For any integer k it is consistent that MA~I holds and every singleton 
consisting of  an m x m 2-valued matrix is realized provided that m < k. 
Theorem 5. It is consistent that there is a function 4:  [(3)2] 2"-"> 2 which to~-realizes 
every singleton. 
Theorem 6. For d ~ k2 let did be the set of k x k 2-valued matrices M satisfying 
M(i, i) = d(i) for all i e k. Let $ be the successor of  a regular cardinal. Then there 
is a function 4:  [$]2 ~ 2 which S-realizes every ~td. Moreover, 4 has the property 
that if {Xe : ~ ~ $} are disjoint members of [$]k, then there is k x k matrix M and 
A e [$]x such that if {~, 17} e [A] 2, then M~,x,(i ,  j) = M(i, j) provided that i =/:j. In 
fact, the hypothesis on $ can be weakened to only requiring that $ has a non- 
reflecting stationary subset and that there is some z < $ such that 2 ~ >I $. 
Since all but the last of these theorems can be proved by standard techniques 
only an idea of the proofs with appropriate references will be given. For example, 
Theorem 1 is a standard application of CH. For an example of a similar proof see 
the original construction of an extraspecial p-group by Ehrenfeucht and Faber 
[2]. 
The proof of Theorem 2 is similar to Kunen's proof that MA~, implies there is 
no S-space all of whose products are S-spaces [4]. 
To prove Theorem 3 it suffices to add R1 Cohen reals to a model where 
2 s0 > R1. The Cohen reals can be thought of as adding a function 4:[tol]2---> 2
generically. Standard arguments which can be found in Kunen [3] show that 4 
has the desired property. Adding R2 Cohen reals yields the necessary model to 
prove Theorem 5. 
The proof of Theorem 4 is similar to the proof that MA~I is consistent with the 
existence of a k-entangled set which can be found in Avraham-Rubin-Shelah [1]. 
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3. The construction 
The original construction of an Ehrenfeucht-Faber g oup used, as an intermedi- 
ate step, the notion of a symplectic space over a finite field. Although the 
construction to be presented uses the same ideas the intermediate step will be 
omitted. It will be shown that for any reasonable function 4:[3.]2--> 2 it is 
possible to construct an extraspecial p-group. When extra conditions, such as 
those in the conclusions of the theorems of the previous section, are imposed on 
4, these translate into extra properties of the associated group. 
First, for any subset X of ~ and any prime p let 
~]~ p = {f • Xp; l{ a~ • X; f(c 0 =/= O}l < R0}. 
X 
Addition or multiplication of elements of ~)xP will always refer to the 
coordinatewise operation modulo p. Following Ehrenfeucht and Faber define an 
operation * on p x El)xp from the function 4 as follows: 
(k, f) * (m, g)= (k + m + E f(°O g(fl) 4({a~, fl}), f + g). 
The arithmetic in the first coordinate is modulo p. 
It is easy to check that (p x ~])xP, * ) is a group which is a p-group if p > 2. 
This group will be denoted by Gx the dependence on 4 being understood. A 
routine calculation reveals that 
[(m, f), (k, g) ]= ( '~  ( f ( t r )g( f l )+ g( o:) f (fl)) 4( { a~, fl} ), 0). 
Moreover, if every ordinal in the support of f is smaller than every ordinal in the 
support of g (this phenomenon will be expressed as f < g), then this identity 
reduces to 
/ \ 
Let t~x be the subgroup of Gx{(i, 0); i •p} .  It is clear that G.~_ t~x. To get 
G'x=CJx it suifices to have {a~, fl} •[X]  2 such that O({t~, f l})= 1 because then 
[(0, X{~}), (0, 9(,{~})] will generate t~x. It is also easy to see that Gx ~- Z(Gx). The 
other inclusion will hold in Gx-x~ for some ~ E A provided that Gx has no abelian 
subgroup of size 3.. To see this suppose not. Then it is possible to choose 
g~ • Z(G.x, Xo(~))\Gx such that ~ • r/implies g~ #=g~ and that o(~) • o(7/). Clearly 
{ge : ~ • ~} generate an abelian subgroup of size ~. 
To construct a family of 2 x non-isomorphic Ehrenfeucht-Faber g oups of size ;t 
let ~ be the successor of a regular cardinal and let {Xe : ~ • 2 x} ~_ [A]x satisfy the 
condition that ff ~ =/= r/, then IxekxnI = ~. It must first be shown that for each 
~, Gx~ has no abelian subgroups of size 3. where 4 is provided by Theorem 6. 
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To see this suppose that {(ke, fe); ~ • 2} generate an abelian subgroup. From 
the delta system lemma it follows that there is A • [2] x, R • [2]<~0 and k • to such 
that {support (fe); ~ • A} form a delta system with root R and that furthermore 
Isupport(fe)l = k for each ~ • A. It may also be assumed that the restriction of j~ 
to R is the same for all ~ • A. Hence if A • [2~', then support (E~A~)= 
t,_J {support(f•); ~ •A}\R. Therefore by taking p-fold products of distinct ele- 
ments of {(ke, re); ~ • 2} and reindexing we get an abelian subgroup generated by 
{(m e, ge); ~ • 4} where ~ • r/implies ge <gn. Let Ae = support g~ and r =p.  k - 
[RJ = IAel. 
From Theorem 6 there is F• [2]  x and an r x r matrix M such that 
M~,A,(i, j)=M(i,j) for each {~, ~7} • [F ]  2 and {i,j}e[n] 2. Now find o•[ r ]  
and g :n ~ p such that g~(A~,(i)) =g(i) for each o~ • s'2. Let 
q = ~ g(i)g(j)M(i, j) modulo  p. 
i . j  
If q = 0, define d:r ~ 2 by d(0) = 1 and d(i) = 0 for i #: 0 and let d be constantly 
0 i fq~0.  
Theorem 6 ensures that there are ~ and r/in Q such that ~ • 7/and 
[M(i,j) ifiq=j, 
ML'A"(i' 1) = [ d(i) if i = j. 
It follows that 
[(me, ge)(mn, gn)]=[(-q, O ) if q*0 ,  
[(g(0) 2, 0) if q = 0, 
contradicting the assumption that (m e, ge) and (mn, gn) commute. 
It is now possible to choose 0(~) for each ~ • 2 4 such that Gx~\o<e) is an 
extraspecial p-group with no abelian subgroup of size 4. 
To see that ~ ~ 77 implies that Gx~xo<e) is not isomorphic to Gx, xo<n) suppose 
that F is such an isomorphism. Let {a;~,;#•2} enumerate (X~\O(~))~. Let 
F((0, Xt~,,~))= (rn~,, g~,). As before we can use the delta system lemma to find 
A • [2] x, k • to and R • [X,7] <~0 such that {support(gu); # • A} form a delta 
system with root R, Isupport(g.)l - k for # • A and such that the restriction of g, 
to R is the same for all # • A. By partitioning {try; # • 2} into disjoint sets A~, of 
size p and reindexing we obtain {A~,; # • 2} ~_ [(Xe\0(~))kX~, t • to and 
{(n, f~,); # • 4} such that F((t, XA.)) = (n, f~) and # • o implies f~ <fo. 
Let B~, = support(f~) and s = p -  k - IR I = [B, [. Furthermore it may be assumed 
there is f :s --~ p such that f,(B,(i)) =f(i) .  Also note that A~, is disjoint from B~,, 
for all #. 
Now let C~, = A~, LI B~, and choose F • [4] 4 such that {#, o} • [F] 2 and # • o 
implies max C~, • rain Co and such that there is D ___ s + p such that C~, (i) • A~, if 
and only if i • D for every # • F. As in the previous proof fred K2 • [F] x and a 
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matrix M such that M~.c~(i, j) = M(i, j) if {7, t$} e [Q]2 and i :/:]. Let 
x= E 
{i,j}~[D] 2 
M(i, j) modulo p 
and 
y = ~ f(i)f(j)M(i, j) 
{i,j) ~ [(s +p)kD 12 
Define d:s + p ---> 2 by 
q 
0 
d( i )= 0 
0 
1 
modulo p. 
if i = D(y) and j < x, 
if i = D(j) and j > x, 
if i = ((s + p) \D)( j )  and j > 0, 
if i=  ((s + p) \D) ( j )  and j = 0 and y :/:0, 
if i=( (s  +p)\D)(]) and j=O and y=O. 
Let /~ be the (s + p) x (s + p) matrix defined by 
= ~M(i, j) if i:/:], 
/f/(i, j) [d(i)  if i=]. 
Then find {#, o} e [£2] 2 such that Mc,,Co- 1ft. Then (t, XA.) and (t, ZAo) commute 
but F((t, XA.)) and F((t, XAo) do not. 
It should be noted that it has actually been shown that Gx~\o(e) is not even 
isomorphic to a subgroup of Gx~\o(,). If the same construction is applied to a 
function • obtained from Theorem 5, then it can be shown that it is consistent 
that there is an extraspecial p-group of size R2 which does not even have an 
abelian subgroup of size ~1. 
4. Proof  of  Theorem 6 
Let 3. be a cardinal satisfying the following conditions. 
1. There is some S ~_ 3. which is stationary but such that S N a~ is not stationary 
in tr for every t re  3.. 
2. There is • < 3. such that 2" 1> 3.. 
For each limit ordinal a~ in 3., choose a closed unbounded subset of a~, C~, 
disjoint from S and containing 0. If a~ = fl + 1, let C~ = {0, fl}. 
Now for 0ea ,  e f le3 ,  define F~(tr, fl) and Fl(O:,fl) by induction on l as 
follows: 
(a) r~(a~, f l )= fl and Fo(tr, f l)=O. 
(b) If rF(tr, fl) is defined and greater than tr, let 
FT+l(tr, fl) = min(Cn~(~.~)\t 0.  
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Define 
F/+l(a, 13) = max(Cn+t=,a)n a~). 
From this definition it follows tr <~ F~÷l(tr, 13) • F~(a~, 13). Hence there is some 
least integer k such that F~-(a~, 13) is not defined because F~_~(o~, 13)= c~. Let 
k(a~, fl) = k. Let/Zm(a~, 13) = max{F~-(a~, 13) + 1 :l • m}. 
The following two facts will be used often in the rest of the proof: If 0 • te • 13 
and m ~< k(a~, 13), then 
(a) /.~m(O¢, 13) ~< ~' and if a is a limit/um(~, 13) • a~, 
(b) F~-(o:, 13) = F~-(lZm(tr, 13), fl) if l ~<m and rT(o~, 13)= F~-(lZm(tr, 13), 13) 
lem.  
if 
Let {A~, : c~ • ~.} be distinct subsets of z. Let {h,, : tr • ;t} list all functions from 
~(M)  to ~ where M • [z]<s0 and let {S,,: a~ • Z} be a partition of ~ into stationary 
subsets. For ~ • ~. define m(~) as follows: Let 0 be the unique ordinal such that 
• So and let m(~) be the finite subset of z such that ~(m(~)) is the domain of 
ho. 
The function ~:  [Z] 2 ~ ~. will now be defined. Let 0 • c~ • 13 • ~.. Let i <~ k(te, 13) 
be maximal such that 
(i) Ft(/~(~, 13), a~) = F/(/z,(tr, 13), 13) for 1 • i, 
(ii) A~ I3), = A a n 13), 13)) for l • i, 
(iii) m(F~(tzi(~, 13), ~))= m(F~(I,,(~, 13), fl)). 
If i = 0, define ~(tr, 13) = 0. Otherwise define 
~(a', 13)= hr~_.(.,(~.t~).t~)(Ai3 nm(rL~(U,(a, 13), 13)). 
It must now be shown that • has the required properties. Therefore suppose that 
{x~" ¢ c Z} ~ nZ are one-to-one functions with disjoint ranges. 
To see that the second property in the conclusion of Theorem 6 is satisfied, 
choose m~ e [z]<}~0 such that [{Axw) O mg :i • n}[ = n without loss of generality 
m¢ = M and Axe(0 n M = a~ for ~ • ~. and i • n. Now choose o such that the 
domain of ho is ~(M). Next, for 6 • So choose 0(6) such that (xSt6))n 6 = 0. 
Since So is stationary, there is fl • Z and s • [So] x such that #(6, Xo(~)(i)) • [3 for 
i • n and 6 • S. Let 2~6 be the closure of {6} U x'~(6)n under F~ and Fi-. Notice 
that this closure is finite because the functions F~ and F? are regressive in the 
second variable. Let A6 be the function defined on 27~ by A~(~) = A~ n m(~). Let 
H~ be defined by H6(tr, 13)= ha(A~ n m(13)). It follows that there is A • [S] x such 
that if {~, ~} ~A and ~ • ~, then there is an isomorphism I~.~ of the two 
structures (~v, F~, F?, A~, H~, •)  and (Xe, F~, F?,Ae, H e, •) such that I~,g is 
the identity below 13. Moreover, it can be arranged that if ~ • ~ and { ~, ~} __. A, 
then X~ _~ ~. 
Now let {i , j}•[n]  2 and ¢•~ such that {¢, ~}~_A. It will be shown that 
• (Xo(g)(i), xo(e)(j)) depe, nds only on i, j and the unique isomorphism type of the 
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structures indexed by A. First note that since fl • xo(c)(i) • ~ • xo(e)(j), it follows 
that k(xo(¢)(i), xa(e)(j)) >I k(~, xo(e)(j)). Now let q <<- k(xo(c)(i), xo(e)(j)) be maxi- 
mal satisfying (i), (ii) and (iii) in the definition of ~. 
Now note that for l <~ k(~, xo(e)(j)) 
fh(xo(~)(i), xo(e)(.i)) = ~t(~, xo(~)(j)) < ft. 
Hence the sequences 
{F;-(l~,(xo(c)(i), xo(~)(j)), xo(e)(j):t • l}, 
{F;-(lh(xo(¢)(i), xo(e)(j)), xo(¢)(i):t • I}, 
{Axee)(j) n m(F+(pl(Xo(¢)(i), xo(~)(j)), xo(~)(j)) : t • 1}, 
{A~¢)(i) n m(F +(~t(xo(¢)(i), xo(~)(j)), xo(:)(i)) :t • l}, 
(m(Ft+(ftl(Xo(:)(i), xe(e)(j)), xo(e)(j):t • l}, 
{m(r+(ftt(xo(~)(i), xe(~)(j)), xe(~)(i) :t • 1} 
depend only on the unique isomorphism type of the structures indexed by A if 
1 <~ k(~, xo(~)(j)). Since dp(xo(¢)(i), xa(e)(j)) is determined by these sequences and 
by the function H e, it suffices to show that q <<- k(~, xo(e)(j)). 
To see this let K=k(~,xo(~)(])) and notice that F~_l(lZr(xe(~)(i), 
xo(~)(j)),xo(~)(j)) = ~ and m(~) = M. Then either m(F~_~(plc(Xo(¢)(i), xo(~)(j)), 
xo(¢)(i))) =/: M in which case (iii) in the definition of • fails or else equality holds 
in which case 
n x.(e)(/)), xo(¢)(i))) 
= A~¢)(i) n M = ai ~ aj = A~(~)(j) n m(~) 
and so (ii) fails. 
To see that every dgd is realized let d:n ~ Z. As before it may be assumed 
without loss of generality that there are m E [r]<s0 and {ai:i E n} ~_ ~(m) such 
that x~(i) O m = a/. Let h : ~(m)  ---> A be a function satisfying h(a~) = d(i) and 
suppose that ho = h. 
Now let ~ be the structure (H(to2), {x~ :~ • ~}, {C¢ :~ • ~,}) and let {N6:6 E 
;t} be a continuous increasing sequence of small elementary submodels of ~' with 
N6 the universe of N~. Since So is stationary it is possible to choose tr • fl such 
that { ol, fl } ~_ So and N= n Z = tr and N~ n ;~ = fl. 
Now (x~n)nf l=O. Let Kj=k(tr,  x/j(j)), let ?~=Fi-(tr, xa(j)) for i •K j .  Let 
m~.t = m(F[(lti(o¢, xa(j)), x#(j)) and let A~,l = A~(i) n m~,t. Then by elementarity 
,N'. = "(Vp • fl)(::l C e fl\p)((x'~n) O C =0 
&(V] • n)(k(tr, xc(j)) = r j  
&(Vi • Kj)(F;-(tr, xc(j)) = 
&(Vl • i)(m(F[(pj(o:, x¢(j)), x:(j))) = m~,, 
J J ,, n m,,t = A,.t)))) . 
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Since ~ e ~ for every i and j it follows again by elementarity that 
~c~ = "(vu e a) (a0 e a\u)(Vp • a)(a¢ • a\p)((x~n)n ¢=0 
& (Vj • n)(k(O, x¢(j))= K~ 
& (Vi • K~)(F;(O, x¢(j)) = 
& (Vl • i)(m(r?(U~(O, x¢(j)), x~(j))) = m~ 
--Ai, l)))) • & Ax~ q) f3 m{,t ~ " 
Now let/~ = max{/~K~(~, xt~(j)):j e n}. Then/~ • c~ and so there is 0 e ~\/t such 
that 
av',~ = " (Vp  e 
,~ (v/~ 
& (Vie 
& (Vle 
a9(:~¢ ~ a~\p)((x~,,) n ¢=o 
n)(k(O,x¢( j ) ) -K~ 
K~)(rT(o, x¢(j))= 
i)(m(F{(lai(z, x¢(j)), x¢(j))) = m{,~ 
Nm{,l=A~a)))) . 
Finally, 
Hence 
Hence if a e C~ is such that 5 > O, then there is ~ e te\6 such that the above 
statement holds. To see that D(x~(j ) ,xo( j ) )=G( j )  let k=k(a ,  xo(j)). Then 
k <- k(x~(j), xo(j)) since #k(~,~(/)) <x¢(j)  < a~. Also, FF(~, xo(j)) = rF(x~(j), 
x#(j)) for I e m. Hence #k(X~(j), xo(j)) = #k(a, xo(j)) = #k(r, x:(j)) = lag. 
Therefore FF(#k, x#(j)) = FF(lak, xc(j)) for j e m and also 
m(F{(#k, xo(j)) = m(F{(#k, x~(j)) and 
A~,q) N m( r? (uk, x~ (j) ) ) = A,~O) tq m( r? (u~, xo (j) ). 
note that F~_dx¢(j ), x~(j)) = a and hence Fk(X¢(j), xo(j)) >I 5 > O. 
rl(u,+l(xc(j), xo(j)), x#(j)) >I a > o. 
On the other hand 
F;(#k+,(xc(j), x#(j)), xc(j)) >- I~k+I(Xc(j), x#(j)) >~ 6 > 0 
while 
rLdo ,  x~(j))= o. 
Hence there is some least l ~ k such that 
Then 
F~(O, xc(j) ) ~ £~(lak+l(xc(j), x#(j)), xc(j)). 
rLl(o, x:(j)) = r?-d~k+dx¢(j), x#(j)), x:(j)) = y= r?-d~, x:(j)). 
But then 
FF(l~k+l(x¢(j), x#(j)), x¢(j)) + 1 = FT(Itk+l(x¢(j), x#(j)), x¢(j)) 
r~(~+dx~(j), x~(j)), x#(j)) = rT(~+~(x~(j), x~(j)), x~(xj)) + i. 
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Hence FF(ltk+,(x¢(j), xa(j)), x¢(j)) ~ rl(gk+l(X (j), x,(j)), x,(j)). Hence k is 
maximal. Therefore 
D(xt(j) ,  xa(j)) 
= hr~_~(~(~(;),x~(;)),~(;))"'(A~,q) fq m(F~_l(tZk(xt(j), xa(j)), x,( j)))) 
= h(A;)= G(j). 
5. Remarks 
The last section showed that there is a proper class of uncountable regular 
cardinals 3- for which there is an Ehrenfeucht-Faber g oup of size 3.. It should be 
noted that it is impossible to prove that there is such a group of every 
uncountable regular cardinality without assuming some extra set-theoretic 
hypothesis because of the following fact. 
Theorem 7. I f  r is a weakly compact cardinal and G is a group of cardinality x 
such that [G'l < x, G' Z(G) and G' is periodic, then G has an abelian subgroup 
of size x. 
Proof. The following characterization of weak compactness will be used: x is 
weakly compact if and only if whenever the edges of the complete graph on x 
vertices are coloured with less than x colours, there is a complete subgraph of size 
x all of whose edges are the same colour. 
First choose {ae:~ e x}___ G such that a n does not belong to the subgroup 
generated by {ae:~ e r/}. Think of the a e as vertices of a complete graph and 
colour the edge between a e and a n with [a e, an] where ~ e 7/. From the weak 
compactness of x it follows that there is F e [x] '¢ and C e G' such that [ae, an] = C 
for {~, 7/} e [x] 2 satisfying ~e r/. Since C eZ(G)  it follows that gaea~lh = 
cga~laeh when ~ e r/ and g and h are arbitrary elements of G. Repeated 
use of this identity yields that if ~<~2<' ' '<~2k,  then [aelae2... 
aek, aek÷laek÷2.., aez~] = C k~. If m is the exponent of C and {A e :~ e x} _~ [F]  m 
are disjoint sets satisfying maxA e < minA n whenever ~ e r/, then let b e = aA~(0) "
aA~(1  ) • . . . • aA~(m_l). Then {b e : ~ e x} generates an abelian subgroup of size x. 
Other conjectures are defeated by the following result which requires the next 
definition. 
3-2 Definition. x --~ [ ]m,n means  that if F ' [x ]  2--> n there is A e [n] m and X e [x] x 
such that F"[X] 2 c A. 
3-2 Theorem 8. I f  there are x, 3-, k such that for all finite m >I k, x ---> [ ]k,m, then 
every group G of  size x such that G' ~_ Z(G) and [G'] < No contains an abelian 
subgroup of size 3-. 
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Proof. First choose {a~" ~ e x} c_ G such that a~ ~ ( {a,l" t /• ~} ). Then choose th 
so large that rh--->(p)Ek where p=lG'l. Let m=pkth  and let b~= 
a~'a~+l"a~+2" . . .  "a~+m_l where ~ is the ~th limit ordinal in x. Now define 
h "Ix] 2--> m2p by h({~, T/})(i, j )=  [a~+i, ao+j] where ~ < T/. Since x --> [)~]2,p(m~) 
m 2 
there is A • [x] ~ and ~/•  p; i • k} such that for all {~, ~/} _~ A with ~ < T/there 
is i • k such that [a~+l, a~+r] =f//(/,/') for all l and l'. Since m =pkff l  it follows 
that 
(3X e [m]'a)(3o • kp)(Vi • X)(Vj • k) (o ( ] )= fj(i, i)). 
Since rh --> (p)Ek it follovbs that 
(3Y • IX]P)(30 •kp) (V i  • X)(Vj • X)(V/• k)~( i ,  j )=  O(l)). 
Let d~ = 1-I{a~,l :i • Y} for ~ • A. Then for ~, T/• A with ~ < 7/there is l • k such 
that [a~+l, a~+r] =f//(/, l'). Hence, letting t = max Y, 
Continuing in this way shows that 
d~ . d r = d r • d~(o( i ) (O( i ) )~- l~ ' = d r • d~. 
In [5] it is shown that, for example, that it is consistent that 2~o--> [S1122 m for all 
mEto .  
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